Night Whispers (ShadowLands)

When every night is a battle for survival,
love
is
an
endangered
species.ShadowLands, Book 1Analyst
James Bennett has spent the years since
humankind fell victim to the Illness living
underground. Part of an elite group of
survivors determined to save their race, his
only interaction with the blood-drinking
Shadows roaming the Earth is through
surveillance technology carried by his team
of search-and-rescue agents. Scarred by
vicious events, he has no desire to leave the
safety of his bunker for the dangerous
world outsideuntil he recruits a tough,
haunted young woman clear across the
country.Former gang member Jules
Guerrero learned two things early on: the
value of loyalty and never backing down
from a fight. Both of those teachings come
in handy now that her job description
includes protecting humans and kicking
Shadow ass. But its hard to keep her mind
strictly on her mission when all she can
think about is the man whose voice keeps
her sane through the depths of each dark
night.When Jules is captured and
threatened by a rogue organization even
more bloodthirsty than the Shadows, James
must draw on all of his courage to fuel a
furious cross-country chase through the
lawless landbefore the Jules he loves is
destroyed forever.Warning: Contains a
hero who would fight monsters for his
love, a heroine out to save the world, a
treacherous wasteland, poetry as foreplay
and flesh-eating enemies.
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total work in the ShadowLands SeriesNight Whispers By Alisha Rai - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews,
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Rai] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. When every night is a battle for survival, love is anBuy Night Whispers
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